
 

ahh9413

Today's M.D. Has been so mis informed, dumbed down, and indoctrinated into a false system of so called

medicine that it may be the most dangerous thing a person could do is to approach an MD for any type of

advice on how to care for your health.  Todays medical doctors are so far off the mark, they are unable to

heal any body, they don't have the knowledge or the tools, all  they have is a prescription pad for useless

 pharmaceutical poison that do not have the power to heal anything, there only effect is to poison the

body, and to reduce symptoms according to there highly �awed made to order studies.    If the true goal

for the modern MD is to poison as many patients as they are able, they are a run away success,  I real feel

sorry for this dark profession and the blind patients that continue to go back time after failed time for so

called medical intervention.
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Guillermou

Yes AHH. The European Medicines Agency estimates that 197,000 people die each year from adverse

effects in Europe. In U.S.A. adverse effects are the fourth leading cause of death, behind myocardial

infarction, stroke and cancer; and above diabetes, lung diseases and tra�c accidents. If this says the

European Agency, what is the reality ?. For the venom of the most poisonous snake, kills in a short

time, the poison prescribed by the doctors in the protection of corruption, is slowly killing living beings

and polluting the ecosystem. DOUBLE PUNISHMENT FOR HUMANITY AND DEGENERATION OF THE

HUMAN RACE.

In ancient Greek mythology, the snake was related to medicine, and healing. The god of medicine was

Asclepius, whose daughter Higea, was in charge of preparing the remedies. This goddess was

represented as a young woman, surrounded by a serpent, who poured poison into a vessel.

Subsequently, the representation was simpli�ed, leaving only the snake and a cup. The cup of Higea,

with the serpent coiled, symbolizes the power of the poison, which either can kill or heal. ANCIENT

REMEDIES HEALED PEOPLE, CURRENT DRUGS KILL LIVING BEINGS, POISONING, LIKE THE WORST

SNAKE. www.andalan.es/.../2.SERPIENTE-Y-farmacia.jpg
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Guillermou

This document (1), available in 9 languages, lists the documented side effects of vaccines, addresses

autism, explains why many doctors do not vaccinate their families, warns of vaccine ingredients, and

their manufacturing process , reports of the results of a large study with unvaccinated children,

vaccinated, denounce con�icts of interest in this subject, and accused the pharmaceutical industry of

pro�ting at the expense of the damages of these drugs.

(1) IAM, try these links: You must enter in: naturalnews/Vaccines

http://www.***/SpecialReports/VaccinesFullStory/v1/VaccineReport-EN.pdf

www.vaccinationcouncil.org          

A sample: The Cal-Oregon project) that was funded by Generation Rescue and controlled by parents of

vaccinated and unvaccinated children. Of the 17,674 children included in the survey, the following

results were demonstrated:   The vaccinated children had: • 120% more asthma. • The 317% more

ADHD. • 185% more neurological disorders. • 146% more autismo
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iamblessediam

Hi Prof. G. -- Excellent comment on the growing evidence-based research on vaccine dangers.  Your

"link" got busted for some reason - however - I'll supply some.

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/world-renowned-genetics-doctor-sees-relationshi..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/cdc-study-shows-up-to-7-7-times-the-risk-of-mis..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/german-doctor-links-nano-aluminum-glyphosate-an..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/study-�u-shot-associated-with-spontaneous-abor..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-new-evidence-of-cdc..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/study-mmr-vaccine-linked-to-type-1-diabetes/]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/retroviruses-in-vaccines-are-we-altering-the-ge..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/study-toxic-herbicide-glyphosate-found-as-conta..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/study-vaccine-induced-in�ammation-cause-of-obe..]

[vaccineimpact.com/2017/dr-brownstein-on-cdc-corruption-i-am-tired-of-w..]

I can supply a TON more if anyone wants them.  I spend a lot of time/money advocating for "informed

consent" and "opt out with NO penalties" in any mandatory vaccine "proposals" at the local and -

especially - state level.  TAKE this advice straight to the "think tank" and get it in gear - from the article

- " So PLEASE, as your �rst step, sign up for the NVIC Advocacy Portal."  I put the PLEASE in caps

because - know this - ALEC - on behalf of Big Pharma paid support - is working EVERY State

legislative body to pass mandatory vaccine programs for ALL ages.  Be aware - get involved in your

area because the vaccine SCOURGE already is!  Be well! Love, blessings and peace!
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queenoftheworld

While watching one of the many 'get your �u vaccine' commercials on tv, my 13 yo son spoke up.  "My

friends all get �u vaccines and they all get the �u every year.  I never get them and I've never had the

�u."    I'm so proud of him for putting this together.  Little by little, people are learning.
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Guillermou

RESEARCHER IAM, a spectacular information, fully updated. YOU ARE A GENIUS. YOUR IQ AND YOUR

RESEARCHING SPIRIT IS EXCELLENT. The Danish Peter Gotzsche, in his book de�nes the pharmacy

multinationals as "organized crime". Gotzsche has worked in the pharmaceutical industry and

declares that he has degenerated into marketing Big Pharma to sell ineffective and deadly drugs. In a

dense and hyperdocumented book, the Danish is revealing the irregularities of the main companies

and their consequences for the health of the people and the sanitary systems.

Peter's presentation was shocking: - In the United States and Europe, prescription drugs are the third

leading cause of death, following heart disease and cancer. - In the USA alone, 200,000 die every year

because of drug damage. - In USA. pharmaceutical companies are the main federal fraudster, and in

the world are leaders in bribery and corruption. Some phrases of the author: "The fear of patients to

pain and suffering, to illness, is what makes us accept all this kind of things." "Big Pharma forces you

to believe in it because it has enormous power to interpret the results of your trials, and it does so

primarily with clinical guidelines. Evidence-based Medicine is now a corrupt industry transmission

belt."
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iamblessediam

Hi Prof. G. -- Peter Gotzsche's book spells it very plainly - here's a short video by Gotzsche:

[www.youtube.com/watch].  Gwen Olson - a former Big Pharma drug salesperson reveals the inside

skinny on how just how badly Big Pharma is corrupt ed - it's all about the MONEY:

[www.youtube.com/watch] - in less then then the 20 minutes it takes to watch BOTH videos, a person

can get their eyes wide opened about GREED Science.  Being well everyone means getting awake and

educating yourself!  LBP!

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

rrealrose

Thanks all, Good comments and links! Have posted this before, but women of a certain generation

were told by their doctors not to even take an aspirin while pregnant, so today, these shots appear like

"the death of common sense". But inch by inch, step by step...unfortunately Target Marketing is the

game, and well-crafted, fear-based education comes �rst on tv, then in pharmacies, then discounted

or free in supermarket pharmacies, then plastering signs and banners outside to entice customers to

come get their �u shots. Everybody wins this game except unsuspecting patients? Jeeze, hate to walk

through supermarkets if people are shedding live virus in fall and winter months. What radical

departure is needed to turn big bucks currently being tossed into vaccines in some other way more

positive direction?
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Granny on the warpath

My husband was being treated for a back injury at work, he was going to an osteopath for treatment

for months. Several times when we were there, reps from drug companies dropped in with a lot of free

samples and pizza for the o�ce staff. Luckily, the doctor doesn't  fall for the scam, he refrains from

prescribing drugs if there is a safe alternative. I was really shocked when I found out how often the

reps call and irritated by their fake friendliness to the staff. They just pop in with pizza and a box of

samples....and it's hard to resist pizza at lunchtime. Con artists...
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michaelanderson928

I agree 100%. Vaccines don't even create immunity, in fact they only introduce toxins into the body,

bypassing most of the body's normal protections.

healthrecoverysecrets.wordpress.com/2017/04/19/vaccines-cause-diseases..
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Acroyali

Even the most old school vet who can barely see anymore, let alone practice, will tell people NOT to

vaccinate a (female) in whelp for any reason. Very interesting that human medicine thinks it's "�ne".  

Next time I get sick, I'm going to my vet!
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SuzieC0

Thanks AGAIN Dr Mercola for alerting us to the truth.   I'll never take a �u vaccination, but when I was

expecting our �rst baby I did take an anti-tetanus shot.  Very soon I came down with a cold accompanied

by the worst asthma attack I've ever had.  I could scarcely get enough oxygen myself, and the baby was

jumping around inside me, obviously in distress.  On that basis alone I would never recommend any

pregnant lady to be vaccinated.
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Guillermou

It is evident that the medical professions, face their responsibilities of �nding treatments for the disease,

or passing and leaving, that other forms of HOLISTIC MEDICINE take over. conventional physicians rely so

heavily on drug industry marketing strategies that do not have effective treatments for basic diseases.

vaccines can not function in poorly maintained immune systems. As in the case of the tobacco industry,

pharmaceutical companies pay for the science that is being published. the revolving door of government

o�cials moving in highly paid positions in the pharmaceutical industry is also problematic. the

government seems to have an interest in not publishing information that would show vaccines in a bad

light.

Aluminum is placed in the vaccines to selectively target the upregulation of the humoral arm (TH2 cells)

of children's immune systems, to boost antibody production. The medical community leads us to believe

that this production of antibodies is what gives children a protective nature against diseases preventable

by vaccination. However, in many of these dominant chronic diseases TH2, TH1, TH17 and TH3 have also

been shown to have an altered immune response to the environment. A healthy and mature immune

system in children is demonstrated by a TH1, TH2, TH17 and TH3 immune response balanced. They

require a very important synergistic relationship to function properly in our bodies. As soon as one or

more of these four arms decompresses with respect to the others, the chronic disease begins to be

expressed.
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Guillermou

Th1 type cytokines tend to produce the proin�ammatory responses responsible for killing intracellular

parasites, and to perpetuate autoimmune responses. Gamma interferon is the main Th1 cytokine.

Excessive proin�ammatory responses, can lead to uncontrolled tissue damage. Th2-type cytokines

include interleukins 4, 5 and 13, which are associated with the promotion of IgE and eosinophilic

responses, and also interleukin-10, which has more than one anti-in�ammatory response. In excess,

Th2 responses will neutralize the Th1 mediated microbicidal action. Optimal scenario would appear to

be that humans must produce a balanced Th1 and Th2 response, suitable for immune challenge

But the reality is that the amount of heavy metals is a concern. For example, mercury linked to autism.

Mercury tests conducted on vaccines at the Natural Forensic Food Lab have revealed a surprisingly

high level of toxic mercury in an in�uenza vaccine. Tests conducted through the ICP-MS document

mercury in the Flulaval vaccine at a shocking 51 parts per million, or more than 25,000 times higher

than the maximum level of inorganic mercury contaminants in drinking water set by the EPA .

http://www.***//045418_�u_shots_in�uenza_vaccines_mercury.html

We must stimulate the immunological system of the mother and the child in the pregnancy and from

the breast milk. Colostrum of milk secreted by the mother �rst 4 to 6 days, has a composition and

similar qualities to the blood plasma contains globulins and albumin, both easily absorbed for the

newborn. Vitamin A, vitamin E, vitamin C and carotene. Minerals: phosphorus, zinc, iodine and copper.

Colostrum also has hormones involved in the child's endocrine balance, enzymes that help digest fat,

antibodies that protect children against gastrointestinal infection, and elements that stimulate blood

clotting. ESPECIALLY: INFORMATION "DECONTAMINATED" TO MEDICINE AND PARENTS' DECISION

TO VACCINATE THEIR CHILDREN, ASSESSING RISKS
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stanleybecker

injecting pregnant woman with various toxic adjuvants like mercury and aluminum is once again

PREDATORY and counterproductive - it is not supportive - Bill Gates Junior's father was Chief Abortionist

at Planned Parenthood [as a factotum of the Rockefellers] - Planned Parenthood �ooded South America

Planned Parenthood clinics with Depo Provera extended birth control injections [banned in the States but

still allowed for export - moral if outside the USA] - this alleged birth fertility restriction substance has a

MAJOR side effect - instead of "birth control" it STERILIZES -

this is the home environment that Bill Gates Junior grew up in - believing that lying to woman and causing

their sterilization was a morally praiseworthy act from a eugenicist perspective - Bill Gates Junior has

single handedly since the 1990s pushed forward the vaccination program [Gates is heavily invested in

Merck] - this is a Business Agenda that advocates VOLUME turnover for maximum pro�t - Eugenicists are

pathologically reassuring themselves that abortion and chronic autism treatment is GOOD for Business on

Planet Earth in the Milky Way Galaxy - vaccination of pregnant woman is a type of physical abuse to

mother and severely vulnerable child - but from an ABORTIONISTS perspective collateral damage [such as

autism/ allergy/ cancer are positive for business and positive for Population Control - mothers are being

hoodwinked into believing that what is good for Bill Gates's bottom line is good for them even if the fetus

dies or is made humanly unproductive by autism - it is also good for business to deny any link between

autism and vaccination
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Guillermou

Yes, Stan, Corruption. Obtaining independent scienti�c evidence for vaccines is not always easy. As

was the case with the tobacco industry, pharmaceutical companies, pay for the science being

published. The revolving door of government o�cials, from moving to better paid positions in the

pharmaceutical industry, also contributes to corruption. The government seems to have a personal

interest, not to publish information that would show the vaccines a danger to pregnant women and

children.

According to the Food and Drug Administration, safety assessments for vaccines have not often

included toxicity studies because vaccines have not been seen as inherently toxic. However, vaccines

are legally de�ned as inevitably unsafe. It is not only childhood vaccines have considerable risks.

In�uenza vaccines, vaccines for sexually transmitted diseases, and others contain similar risks for

adverse events. It is also worried that vaccination is now recommended for pregnant women, even

though it comes with the vaccine insert clearly stated that they have not been tested in pregnant

women, so the effects on the fetus may not be known.

For example, Dr. Thompson published an article in the journal Pediatrics claiming that there was no

connection between vaccines and autism. Ten years later, he admitted his fraud, after talks he had

with another scientist, recorded without his knowledge. Although Thompson still believes that the risk

of disease is greater than the risk of vaccines, it is doubtful that many families whose children have

autism would agree with him. Thompson has not lost his job, or been indicted for his admitted fraud.

Sometimes the scienti�c journals contradict other research studies, the danger of vaccines, promoted

by clear �nancial interests. INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM PROMOTES ITS OWN PERSONAL

INTERESTS, OR COMPANY, WINNING PRESTIGIOUS PRIZES FOR ITS CONTRIBICION TO THE

CORRUPTION, hiding the judicial processes, that had been denounced.
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breatho�ife

Yeah, reading the works of Margret sanger is eye opening, and she was largely funded by Prescott

bush. slightly off target, the book by bella dodd is also illuminating.
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Guillermou

The adaptive immune system of a child stimulated daily by antigens caused by any foreign substance

such as pollens, viruses and bacteria. So what should we do to maintain the immune system? KEEPING

THE MICROBIOTA AT BIRTH (BREAST MILK). PREVENTION OF INTESTINAL DYSBIOSIS WITH A HEALTHY

DIEt (without grains), loaded with nutrients and phytochemicals. 80% of the immune system in the

intestine. In this web of Dr. Sarah Ballantyne, describes the DIET OF PALEO for the children in a pleasant

walk, treated with rigor. A walk of appropriate diets according to age: paleo for children, pregnancy, for

babies, for younger children and older children.(www.thepaleomom.com/paleo-for-kids  )

In each group, the meals are treated: appetizers, breakfasts. It also describes the most suitable paleo, for

the most frequent disorders, in children's food. There is a chapter on carbohydrate (gluten-free) suitability

depending on age. It relates to the carbohydrate content of breast milk. Not eat �sh rich in mercury. These

varieties include shark, sword�sh, mackerel and tile�sh.

First, the child needs to develop a varied diet rich in minerals, calcium, iron and zinc, healthy proteins and

oils. For this, we have vegetables, wild fruits, apples, wheat, kiwi, (banana, sweet potato, apples, very

suitable for small children), grazing cheese, nuts and some vegetables. Fish, meat and egg (of course,

kept in pasture). Avoid excess vitamin A as it can be toxic to young children (livers of animals in

moderation). Too excess �ber, can drag the minerals. HELP THE INTESTINAL MICROBIOTA, IN THE

ABANDONMENT OF BREAST MILK, SO THE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND PROMOTES GROWTH. The milkshakes

and vegetable shakes, mentioned fruits, avocado, olives and walnuts are remineralizing and can occur for

both lunch and breakfast. THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION IS TAKING CARE OF THE

IMMUNE SYSTEM, AND IT DOES NOT BURDEN THE BODY, CHEMICALS, DRUGS, VACCINES THAT

INTERFERE WITH ITS NATURAL DEVELOPMENT.
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iamblessediam

Hi Prof. G. -- Recall yesterday I referenced that KITCHARI recipe - kitchari is an Ayurvedic "traditional

meal" used for a baby's �rst solid food - after cooking it's pureed and given to the child.  If you

research every ingredient - each one has positive impacts on gut health.  Research now con�rms that

"ghee" is the "favored" food - energy source - for the epithelial cells in the gut lining.  I make a big

batch once a month and eat a "portion" of that batch at least once a week - I like it so much

sometimes I'll eat it three times a week - especially during the colder months - during those colder

months I'll add my HOT pepper ferment "stuff" to the dish - MERCY - warm and fuzzy time, indeed;-)))!

 Be well my friend!  LBP!
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acs4457

Just a month ago I had two �rst time parents in my shop and on my inquiry about if they are going to

vaccinate or not, both replied that they were going to, both are are doctors themselves ! What can one say.

They were rather defensive about the decision, saying that they had read all the literature and admitted

that there are pro's and cons. But they were still going to vaccinate. I have often noticed that pregnant

woman seem to "glow" with health. Something seems to carry thru their skin. Far as I know such woman's

immune systems peak close to delivering the babies and a child is never as safe from infections, as when

on mothers milk. There is no better nutrition than mothers milk on this planet.  This must be the most

ridiculous action by the medical industry ever. But then again, some people are even pro abortion ! One

really just cannot believe these acts are promoted by humans. That should rather be "humans".
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Maritt

Kimwright1 the Measles virus cannot infect another person with German measles (rubella); these

viruses are different . Your statement that 'it is the fault of an an unvaccinated child' is incorrect.

Please note that individuals that that are vaccinated with the Measles virus shed this virus for weeks

afterwards.
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Guillermou

The old medicine of the remedies experienced, and veri�ed by the results, which are sustained in

plants and natural remedies, has not been respected. Current synthetic drugs are used in doses, which

constitute a poison to the immune system and create resistance to antibiotics. In ancient Greek

mythology, the snake was related to medicine and healing. The god of medicine was Asclepius, whose

daughter Higea, was in charge of preparing the remedies. This goddess was represented as a young

woman, surrounded by a snake, who poured the poison into a vessel. Subsequently, the representation

was simpli�ed, leaving only the snake and a cup. The cup of Higea, with the coiled serpent,

symbolizes the power of poison, which can kill or heal. ANCIENT RESOURCES CURE PEOPLE,

CURRENT DRUGS KILL LIVE BEINGS, POISONING, LIKE THE WORST SERPENT.

www.andalan.es/.../2.SERPIENTE-Y-farmacia.jpg
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mihail

Mrs KimWright, my unvaccinated family tree goes back billions of years and here I am, proof of their

healthy choices, and you are insolently accusing me now that my unvaccinated child is a threat to

someone, because I refuse to give in to egregious witchcraft and dark designs of the devil himself, is

that your intension? If it is, then you have an irreconcilable bitter enemy in front of you, and this is

de�nitely a symbolic statement.
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gtriber

kimwright: re: polio vaccine: google 'SV40' and learn the rest of the POLIO story (its a doozy!) ..or..

continue repeating the MSM mantra you have been indoctrinated with for all of your life.   your

choice...
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Catryna

Giving Hep B shot to a newborn, follows the same �awed principle of Silver Nitrate or antibiotic ointment

in newborn's eyes. They do it because of a possible few cases of mothers who have Chlamydia and

Gonorrhea. When you have a baby in the hospital it all becomes a mindless "one size �ts all."  Back in the

day, no woman would have been injected with anything because the doctors knew that it could possibly be

dangerous for the growing infant. Think Thalidomide, in Germany, in the 1960's. Do the doctors of today

not know their own history? Or, do they just push it aside for the sake of the almighty dollar. I have come to

know in the past 35 years that most doctors cannot be trusted and most doctors have become pimps for

the pharmaceutical Cartel. They have  become criminals who get away with murder every single day.
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Guillermou

You say it very well, the doctors dance, how far the multinationals. The pharmaceutical industry has

hijacked clinical trials and succeeded in approving drugs, which could not be otherwise admitted. The

clinical guidelines are manipulated, based on clinical studies manipulated and written by doctors with

con�icts of interest with laboratories

The poisons found in vaccines are terrible: Viruses or bacteria from animal cell cultures. Mercury of

great organic toxicity. Aluminum, poison that can cause bone marrow pathologies, bone and brain

degeneration. Animal cells: monkeys, dog kidneys, chickens, cows and humans. Formaldehyde is

known as a carcinogen. Gelatin from pigs and cows, known to cause anaphylactic reactions, is found

in large quantities in the MMR vaccine and in the vaccines against varicella and shingles.

Monosodium glutamate in inhaled in�uenza vaccines is known to cause metabolic disorders,

seizures, and neurological disorders.
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Almond

Why is this still news to anyone?  It has long been known in veterinary science that vaccinating pregnant

cows results in higher miscarriage rates--"and screws up the calves". Vaccination alters the immune

system in ways that can damage a developing fetus.  Pregnancy itself is a state of altered immunity that

allows for the implantation of the fertilized egg.  Why would you want to interfere with that natural process

by playing God with the woman's immune system?
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Randyfast

Injecting oneself with toxins, isn't very smart. I wouldn't be surprised at all to see a "smart" vaccine, in the

future. It's worked well for the globalists so far. Injecting a newborn with toxins, is the epitome of

INSANITY...or, perhaps just part of the depopulation agenda!
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seg

Well i'm not going to argue with you Randy...Everything these days revolves around the word "smart." It

is the new marketing cash word, smart phones, smart watches, smart cars, smart spouses; heard they

are coming out with smart foods prepared by smart companies and spouses, or wait is that one out

already - smarty pants out  LOL..
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Randyfast

Here's a couple of different perspectives on "smart" food, seg:

www.fritolay.com/.../smartfood

www.psychologytoday.com/.../top-ten-smart-foods

Gee...which one should I choose? That GMO packaging is so pretty!
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Guillermou

Drugs are maintained throughout our planet, because many of those who are in power promote it, and

participate in it, making us believe that they are against, and �ght against them, however, let us not be

fooled, a population drugged by vaccines and drugs, is much more manageable and manipulable and

the TV and the media have done a lot of damage to the human being, showing to the satiety a need to

be medicated, to maintain health, or to cure themselves of their chronic diseases. The only way, not to

be a victim of them, is to stay away, having the wisdom, through the knowledge, of how the drugs

destroy the human being.

Well-known paleontologist Peter Ward describes the future. Ward is the author of the book Future

Evolution, besides being professor of science of the University of Washington. In his work, he assures

that there will be overpopulation on the earth, with massive extinction of species. Most of the land will

be occupied with crops (I think transgenic), because of the great demand for food that will be, and

people will have to be crowded, in small spaces destined for housing. The only animals with the

potential to survive extinctions will be: raccoons, owls, cattle, rats, snakes, pigs and crows. But these

will undergo major changes to adapt to the new ecosystem, dominated by human waste. IT MAY BE

THAT WILD ANIMALS ARE NOT MEDICATED WITH DRUGS OR VACCINATED.
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Almond

Guillermo... so, maybe that helps explain why the number of people "squatting" in wilderness areas

has been increasing?  Not wanting to be crowded into small spaces and fed altered foods. The poor

who are independent-minded seek options where they can live freely.  The next issue will be keeping

the forests free of GMO trees.  Think of how our forests could be decimated by that (loss of trees to

�re, disease, failure to reproduce from seed)...  and how altering the forests would effect the wildlife

that lives in forests.  

Many areas are no longer forest ecosystems, but tree plantations where the same species of tree is

planted in rows like row crops. The understory is eradicated with herbicides so that there is no weed

competition.  The elk have no weeds to eat that keep their bones healthy (esp. mullein) and suffer

hoof rot disease--a terrible way to die, their feet and legs rotting off.  The soil becomes contaminated.

The best time to plant a tree is 20+ years ago, so get started.  Recognize your own power.  You don't

need govt to plant a tree.  Apple, plum/prune, sugar maples are terri�c for homesteads--whatever

thrives in your geographic area.

One more thing, if you understand the healing properties of trees and their essential oils, you will

know what kind of forest to seek out when you are ill.  Not only the aromatic oils given off in the

vapors from trees.  Also, understanding why certain food crops that grow in close proximity to certain

trees may be incredibly potent medicines.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

iamblessediam

THIS is my mantra - me thinks it applies to anything called SMART: [www.google.com/search?

q=aunty+acid+on+smart+stuff+images&tbm=isch&..:].  Now...on the other hand...you can make really

SMART water - NOT to be cornfused with that CRAAP in a bottle labeled as such - I'm talking the home

made stuff...oh snap...whoa is me if I don't include the "right" liquid "ferments" found in battles as well

- otherwise the "segacious one" would never forgive me;-)))!  Be well everyone...laughter helps big

time!  LBP!
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seg

The way it's going these days you won't have to shoot up with an injection to get your "high" of

nasties..The crap is everywhere, you're inhaling it, eating it, drinking it, slathering it on, even the

oceans that are big time "self cleansing machines" are being polluted at a very rapid pace..The saga

continues ..nontheless... www.calgaryherald.com/technology/scientists+warn+threat+wildlife+after..

    

And here's a good view, the Northern lights or Aurora Borealis  www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

Guillermou

Almond, totally correct what you say. An example of what you say, is that sometimes, the need to eat,

when there are no monetary resources, helps healthy survival. In Spain, the economic crisis has led to

the transfer of land by the town councils, which have usually been cultivated, to obtain ecological

products. Also many people have returned to their home villages, cultivating their lands in a

sustainable way, �eeing from devastating tillage, and fertilizing with composite styecol.

In Spain, ecovillage is also being promoted. Living away from the hustle and bustle, stress and

harmony, with the natural environment, is an option that arouses more and more interest, among

those people, who want to break with the ties of the big city. We look for a lifestyle in community,

alternative and sustainable. These three elements are the common denominator of ecovillages, a

phenomenon that although it is not new, is gaining adepts in Spain. In this case, the merit is not only

the economic context, but the ecological crisis, or energy dependency, which mortgages future

generations, and against which many have already remedied, building new realities.

They also have space, diverse community settlements, alternative educational projects, or

permaculture. They are usually small, self-managed communities that �nance what they produce, and

source what they grow. Its members share tasks and decisions. His interest has recently exploded in

the heat of the increasingly widespread idea that another society is possible. Examples of eco-villages

in Spain include Lakabe (Navarra) and Los Portales, in Sevilla. Yes, Almond, Eco-villages are able to

spread, they could persuade the villagers of the whole world, live more ecologically, and thus be in

harmony with ourselves, and with the planet.
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Catryna

They are talking about developing a vaccine that is given once to an infant, at birth, that will over time

(12-24 months), dispense different vaccines. What could possibly go wrong? Sounds like chipping, to

me, also.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

stanleybecker

hi there Randy - you have thrown down the gauntlet with that challenging interrogation - but I MUST

plump for "depopulation" - the reason being that the Pluts believe that they only really need a few

million slaves - there'll be slave colonies and plutocrat mansions - although that sounds like Epstein's

island doesn't it?

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

Randyfast

Almond; are you aware that Monsatan began planting GMO trees, years ago? The rational was - to

make the pulp more suitable to the PULP and PAPER INDUSTRY!

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

gtriber

"S.M.A.R.T."  is an acronym for  S.elf M.onitoring A.nalysis & R.eporting T.echnology.. clever huh?

 funny, how just the use of the word (s.m.a.r.t.) gives users a (false!) sense of being elevated,

intellectually ..
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Krofter

History has shown that hubris and greed are a dangerous mix.  One only need consider Hitler, Stalin and

Nero. Now we can add the CEO's of Big Pharma to that list.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

Guillermou

A true Krofter, his pockets are full of corruption and his perverted morals. Danes Peter Gotzsche

states in his book that the so-called Evidence-Based Medicine sells drugs that kill. Big pharmaceutical

companies have corrupted the health system. Gotzsche has worked in the pharmaceutical industry,

and says, he has degenerated into marketing Big Pharma, to sell ineffective, and deadly drugs. He

de�nes it as "organized crime" as an activity, in which the same crimes are repeatedly committed:

extortion, fraud, bribery, embezzlement, obstruction of justice and law, false testimony and political

corruption.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

Catryna

Not to mention, notable quack snake oil men, such as Pasteur and Jenner. And, more recently

Rockefeller and his ilk.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

gtriber

oh krofter! please add the # 1 MASS murderer of the 20th century to your list: chairman mao.
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seg

It really is amazing humans have made it this far...How could something so good turn out so bad in such a

short space of time, considering the gazillion of years we have been on this planet..Sometimes it fells

good to just get out of this whole experience/experiment, just sit on the edge of the globe and dangle my

feeties...Thank goodness �r good food, wine, music and a few good people left, there's hope, we still

might make it...Now not to stray from the topic of  vaccines, well all's i got to say if anyone comes close to

my family and i  with that needle, i'll be sticking it right up, up, where the Sun never shone before...Smile

and have a wonderful day, www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

Guillermou

I help you SEG, prevent the poison from being introduced to pregnant women and children. "If US

children received all recommended doses of all vaccines, they would receive up to 35 vaccines that

contain: 113 different types of particle germs, 59 different chemicals, 4 types of animal cells, and

human albumin , coming from tissues of aborted human fetuses " "If you think you do not have to

worry about vaccines, because your children are older you are wrong. There are about 20 vaccines,

currently under development for launch in the coming years. All of them, aimed at children,

adolescents and adults "

International Medical Council on Vaccination An example of this is the document entitled "Vaccines:

get the full story" published by the International Medical Council on Vaccination in which 80 doctors

from different specialties and teachers of Medidina in the USA alert about the risks of the vaccines

and reject the o�cial recommendations to the respect. http://***/Vaccines_Get_the_Full_Story.html
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seg

Gui yes thanks for your input and help... There's no shortage of these poisons and they are developing

more and more deadly ones.. Humans cannot outsmart bacteria, heck we are bacteria, trying to kill

bacteria is surely committing suicide and that is what these weasels in charge don't seem to and likely

will never understand..Bacteria outnumber us what more than 10 to 1 they will morph, re-group, re-

cupe and hit us with the likes we've never seen - constantly ...We have been witnessing this now for a

while, all of these antibiotic resistant bacteria where are they coming from...Bacteria are a very viable

part of the Ecosystem, ALL types, they are there for a SPECIFIC purpose, so instead of trying to kill

them we need to learn how they work, get to know them and work WITH them, not against as we have

been doing...This is a loose, loose situation...And what is even more troubling to me is what else are

they putting or HIDING in those vaccines....And why the very aggressive rate they are pushing

them...Look at how many vaccines are being dished out to INFANTS, this is insanity beyond belief..

Humans are bringing on their own demise and it's being done in a very grand style...

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

Guillermou

Very well expressed SEG. The business of vaccines, can be described by these aspects:  

 •Pharmaceutical companies make billions of dollars in vaccines. It also creates a vicious circle, with

the treatment of side effects and diseases caused by vaccines. These side effects of vaccines can

cause illness for the rest of your life. Actually, there are many medications to treat side effects caused

by vaccines    •Vaccines are the backbone of the medical system. Without vaccines, health costs

would fall, because we would have a very healthy society overall. Pharmaceutical companies,

insurance companies, and the medical system are enriched when people and animals get sick  

 •Vaccines do not give immunity for life, so there are the booster shots they recommend to their

children. Each booster dose increases the risk of side effects
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seg

Gui yes this is big business for big pharma and if you think we have seen enough of this insanity this

might come as a shock to you.. Just when we thought Statins drugs were bad and war on cholesterol

was over, well it ain't... It turns out Big Pharma is doubling down on cholesterol drugs. They have

found a new multi-billion dollar scam that would knock the sh!t outta us. As you know Statins have

been a cash cow for the drug companies. Worldwide sales hit $34 billion in one year. But most of

these drugs have come to the end of their patents. Pro�ts are starting to dip. Big Pharma needs

another patent to replace them.So instead of statin PILLS  they’re developing VACCINES TO LOWER

CHOLESTEROL- READ THAT AGAIN. And a brand new mouse study shows that one of these new

vaccines can drastically lower cholesterol.

The study was published in the European Heart Journal. Researchers took mice that were bred to

develop heart and vascular disease. They gave half of them shots of the experimental vaccine. The

other half got a placebo. Then they fed them all a high-fat diet for 18 weeks.   At the end of the trial,

the vaccinated mice had 53% lower total cholesterol compared to the controls. Here’s how it works…

The vaccine targets an enzyme called PCSK9. It’s naturally produced in your liver. PCSK9 keeps

cholesterol in the blood. By blocking the enzyme, the vaccine allows cholesterol to be cleared from

the blood.Madness indeed, have a read good people .....

academic.oup.com/eurheartj/article/38/32/2499/3868072/The-AT04A-vaccin..

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

iamblessediam

Hi ALL -- This is where GREED Science shows itself - "Researchers took mice that were bred to

develop heart and vascular disease." - that research trial was RIGGED right off jump street by

manipulating "cause/effect" to establish a corollary thus "validating" the drug - at least in my book.  I

used to design epidemiology data mining tools [apps] and I know how "results" can be manipulated to

produce any outcome.  Anymore one has to employ levels of systems critical thinking to cut through

the manipulated manufactured research results.  I cut to the chase real fast - I track the money -

generally speaking - every major university system in the world is receiving GREED Science money.  I

make it a habit to pay attention to Cochrane - very little gets by that out�t: [http://www.cochrane.org/].

 Stay vigilant - be well my friends!  LBP!
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seg

Yam there's no end to the crookery and madness..That is why i have decided long ago to be my own

guinea pig, conduct my own clinical trials..If something works, fantastic, check mark, if it doesn't , a

big X marks the spot and carry on,...Always keep moving, up, up, up...it is much harder to hit a moving

target :) www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

wendyb.

Unfortunately, murder by vaccine is not considered a crime!

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

californiawoman

Dr. Mercola, Thank you for bringing attention to this topic.  Those of us on the front lines have been seeing

happen with our own eyes for years. One practitioner I work with just says to wait until the second

trimester to give the �u shot.  What if it does more subtle damage later in pregnancy, which may be the

likely scenario.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

grulla

Besides miscarriages, one should also be concerned about birth defects from vaccines:

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../full
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gtriber

grulla: those birth defects represent LIFELONG pro�t$ for BIG PHARMA & BIG MED (can't 'bill' a dead

fetus) ... from their p.o.v.,  whats not to like?

 Posted On 09/27/2017

 

mihais

Informative article, and very upsetting. You don't know what's worse ignorance or greed? Unfortunately,

most people have no idea what's been done to them, and blindly embrace what "scientists" and

government recommend, even force them into. I commend dr Mercola and his staff for their work of

educating the masses! One observation though: if these article would be more concise, shorter, and

highlighting the main points, I'm convinced that more people would read them, would get educated, would

get outraged, and would �ght. I confess that quite often I just browse these articles, or skip them

altogether, reading maybe only one in ten, and it's too bad.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

stanleybecker

the reluctant browser - could become an "eager reader" -   ha ha

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

gtriber

more like FEIGNING IGNORANCE in leiu of GREED on the part of the provider$.. oh, and lazy

CONVENIENCE on the part of the reciever$.
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breatho�ife

we live in the �lth of domesticated animals and get diseases that native americans never got, so our

answer is to no longer live in �lth, nah, lets inject ourselves with pus �lth. this latest generation that has

been shot up so repeatedly and survived have such dead eyes. And now fecal contact has legally

protected status, and if you say fecal contact is bad for you, it is a hate crime under threat of severe

judicial reprimand.

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

stanleybecker

hi - I seemed to have missed the link about " fecal " contact - what does it mean?

 Posted On 09/26/2017

 

LMur414

Had a normal healthy pregnancy, a baby with a strong heartbeat, moving arms and all  &, then I was given

the �u shot, I was so apprehensive about it and trusted my Dr who’s supposed to be the one of the best

obgyn in the country. I felt horrible the two days after but thought nothing of it, a week later I went in for

genetic screening  I was �nally on the “safe zone, second trimester” & the baby no longer had a heartbeat.

Had every test under the sun ran, & all came back “inconclusive”. I then came across several articles

about the �u shot & miscarriage, & I am so regretting that I didn’t �ght against it more, I will not ever get a

�u shot ever again.
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dsfoster

This is what we already knew way back in 2006, this is from the venerable Dr. Yazbak and Dr. Ayoub:

In�uenza Vaccination During Pregnancy: A Critical Assessment of the Recommendations of the Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP)

Ayoub and Yazbak

www.jpands.org/.../ayoub.pdf

Regarding this latest study about H1N1 �u vaccines being associated with miscarriages, this response

from JB Handley is very helpful:

medium.com/@jbhandley/devastating-�u-vaccine-miscarriage-study-sparks..

 Posted On 09/27/2017

 

Den6328

The United States counts all miss carriages from the 3rd month on, countries listed ahead of us count no

miscarriages or only from the 9th month on. Country #1 counts no miscarriages or still births until after

24 hours.
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Guillermou

The annual �u vaccine sales pitch not only in the US but around the world is not working. Estimates of �u

vaccine coverage in American adults show that Americans are becoming more, rather than less, skeptical.

Vaccine injuries are not rare and are the most commonly reported and compensated. Everyone should

retain the right to say NO to what goes into their body. A surprising scienti�c study published in the

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) �nds that people who receive the �u vaccine

emit 630% more �u virus particles into the air, compared to unvaccinated people.

In effect, this �nding documents evidence that �u vaccines spread the �u and that so-called "herd

immunity" is a medical hoax because "the herd" actually becomes carriers and spreaders of the �u. "Anti-

vaxxers" are responsible citizens because they do not eliminate viruses or spread diseases. While the CDC

hired a marketing �rm to write what looked like news articles but were actually ads created to persuade

parents of young children and older people to get the �u vaccine, according to documents obtained by the

CDC. The FOIA-requested contract speci�es that the advertising agency will develop a wide variety of

media strategies to convey the CDC/NCIRD message about �u vaccines (but not always on its behalf),

including writing articles without branding for media distribution, spokesperson training, outreach to

celebrities, social media.

media blitzes, social listening and monitoring, podcasting and more. Now that the Covid-19 “pandemic” is

over, the pharmaceutical industry and its partners at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) are hard at

work on a universal mRNA �u “vaccine” that they intend to push to the public. taking annually once

completed.
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Guillermou

To replace lost pro�ts from out-of-fashion Covid shots, the corporate pharmaceutical machine hopes

a new annual �u mRNA injection ritual will do the job, providing billions of dollars in new, steady

pro�ts. in the foreseeable future. The drugs are based on the mRNA technology used in P�zer and

Moderna's Covid shots. We have a bigger evil the combination vaccine targeting COVID and �u will

move into a �nal stage trial in adults 50 and older this year after showing positive results in an early to

mid-stage study. The biotech company hopes its vaccine, mRNA-1083, can gain regulatory approval in

2025. The mRNA-1083 shot generated a similar or greater immune response than two �u vaccines

currently available from GlaxoSmithKline in the clinical trial from initial to intermediate stage.

Moderna's combination shot also produced an immune response similar to its bivalent COVID vaccine,

which targets the Omicron BA.4 and BA.5 variants and the original strain of the virus.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-ad-�rm-promoting-�u-vaccine/  (2023).---

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bp-moderna-combination-covid-�u-v..  (2023.----

www.cnbc.com/2023/05/15/nih-will-start-testing-universal-�u-vaccine-b..  (2023).---

 Posted On 04/03/2024

 

herbsaregod

“Never was humanity cursed by a blacker superstition than this, that disease can be cured and health

maintained by the absorption of virulent poisons. Rational therapeutics will always eliminate morbid

matter, not introduce it into the system. “ A quote by Henry Lindlahr M.D

 Posted On 04/03/2024

 

rrealrose

Would comment here but Dr Jim Thorpe pretty much said it all when it came to the covid shots into

pregnant women. Of course, no apology from our fearless health care agencies, proponents of illness to

keep their corporate clients healthy.
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pjucla

Right on
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